Abstract
Context and Problem
Software quality is important because of the complexity and pervasiveness of software systems. Moreover, the current trend in outsourcing development and maintenance requires means to measure quality with great details. Object-oriented quality is adversely impacted by code and design smells [4] ; their early detection and correction would benefit the development and maintenance processes.
Code and design smells are "bad" solutions to recurring implementation and design problems that impede the maintenance and evolution of programs. Code smells [11] are usually symptoms of larger design smells, e.g., antipatterns [4] . When studying smells we do not exclude that, in a particular context, a smell could be the best way to actually implement or design a (part of a) program. For example, automaticallygenerated parsers are often Spaghetti Code, i.e., very large classes with very long methods. Only quality analysts can evaluate their impact in their context. The definitions of smells are often loosely specified because quality assessment is a human-centric process that requires contextual data. Consequently, there is always a degree of uncertainty on whether a class in a program is a smell or not. Therefore, detection results should be reported with a probability corresponding to the degree of uncertainty of the detection process. This uncertainty accounts for the loose definitions and the similarity of the class with the smell.
There exist many approaches to specify and detect smells. Most of these approaches are manual [28] or based on rules [2, 17, 18, 19] . Although these approaches improved the state of the art and of the practice in smell detection, to the best of our knowledge, none is able to handle the inherent uncertainty of the detection. They provide quality analysts with an unsorted set of "bad" candidates classes with no indication of which one(s) should be inspected first for confirmation and correction.
We present an approach to support uncertainty in smell detection. We based this approach on Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) to specify smells and to detect them in programs. We describe the steps required to build a BBN for the detection of a smell. The output of a BBN is a probability that a class is part of a design smell. A BBN is able to handle uncertainty by evaluating the probability that an input, e.g., a large class, causes an observed output, e.g., the Blob antipattern. Consequently, a BBN allows quality analysts to prioritise the inspection of "bad" candidate classes. Furthermore, the Bayesian theory that underlies BBNs can be used to calibrate a BBN using past detection results by learning the relations between different inputs and their combined effects on the output. We can thus improve the performance of a BBN for a given context, e.g., organisation or type of program.
We illustrate our approach on the Blob antipattern. Moha et al. [18] presented precise rules to detect this antipattern. We transformed these rules into a BBN systematically and evaluated its performance on two open-source programs. We found that the BBN provides better results than the original rules. We also show that it can be calibrated using historical data both from a similar and from a different context. Section 2 presents previous work. Section 3 gives a short background on BBNs. Section 4 describes the different steps of our approach to build a BBN for the detection of a smell from existing rules. Section 5 reports experiments on the use of the resulting BBN on GanttProject v1.10.2 and Xerces v2.7.0. It also discusses the approach and its results. Section 7 concludes with future work.
Related Work
Webster [31] wrote the first book on "antipatterns" in object-oriented development; his contribution covers conceptual, political, coding, and quality-assurance problems. Riel [23] defined 61 heuristics characterising good object-oriented programming to assess software quality manually and improve design and implementation. Beck [11] defined 22 code smells, suggesting where developers should apply refactorings. Mäntylä [16] and Wake [30] proposed classifications of code smells. Brown et al. [4] described 40 antipatterns, including the well-known Blob. These books provide in-depth views on heuristics, code smells, and antipatterns aimed at a wide academic and industrial audience. We build upon this work to propose an approach to detect smells while taking into account their loose definitions and the inherent uncertainty of the results.
Several approaches to specify and detect smells have been proposed in the literature. Manual approaches were defined, for example, by Travassos et al. [28] , who introduced manual inspections and reading techniques to identify code smells. Marinescu [17] presented a metric-based approach to detect smells with detection strategies, which capture deviations from good design principles and consist of combining metrics with set operators and comparing their values against absolute and relative thresholds.
Similarly to Marinescu, Munro [19] proposed metricbased heuristics to detect code smells; the detection heuristics are derived from template similar to the one used for design patterns. He also performed an empirical study to justify the choice of metrics and thresholds for detecting code smells.
Alikacem and Sahraoui [1] proposed a language to detect violations of quality principles and smells in programs. It allows the specification of rules using metrics, inheritance and association relations among classes. They use fuzzy logic to express the thresholds of rules conditions but do not handle the uncertainty of the detection results.
Moha et al. [18] proposed a domain-specific language to specify smells based on a literature review of existing work. They also proposed algorithms and a platform to automatically convert specifications into detection algorithms and apply these algorithms on any program. They showed that they obtain good precision and perfect recall while allowing quality analysts to easily adapt the specifications to their context. Some visualisation techniques [7, 24] were used to find a compromise between fully-automatic detection techniques, which are efficient but lose track of the context, and manual inspections, which are slow and subjective [14] . Other approaches perform fully-automatic detection and use visualisation techniques to present the detection results [15, 29] .
All these previous approaches are based on rules that make rigid Boolean decisions as to whether a class belongs to a smell or not. These rules do not provide a probability, i.e., a degree of uncertainty, that a class is or is not part of a smell.
Bayesian Beliefs Networks
BBNs have been successfully used to model uncertainty in fields as diverse as risk management [6] , medicine [27] , and computer science [9] . This success makes them an interesting choice for smell detection. We propose to use BBNs to specify and detect smells.
Definition
A BBN is a directed, acyclic graph that represents a probability distribution [20] . In this graph, each random variable X i is denoted by a node. A directed edge between two nodes indicates a probabilistic dependency from the variable denoted by the parent node to that of the child. Therefore, the structure of the network denotes the assumption that each node X i in the network is only conditionally dependent on its parents. Each node X i in the network is associated with a conditional-probability table that specifies the probability distribution of all of its possible values, for every possible combination of values of its parent nodes.
A quality analyst needs two pieces of information to build a BBN: the structure of the network, in the form of nodes and arcs (causal relations), and the conditional-probability tables describing the decision processes between each node. By structuring the network, the quality analyst ensures that the decision process is valid. This structuring can be done using heuristics found in the literature [21] . The conditional probabilities can be learned using historical data or entered directly by the analysts when data is missing. The structure ensures the qualitative validity of the approach while appropriate conditional tables (learned or entered manually) ensure that the model is wellcalibrated and is quantitatively valid.
Comparison with other Techniques
There are many techniques capable of modelling uncertainty. The two most popular groups of techniques are machine learning models and statistical models. Both groups rely on the availability of historical data to correctly predict a phenomenon with certainty. However, these types of models must be trained on large amounts of tagged data to be effective (each datum describing the inputs and correct outputs). In the context of smell detection, organisations rarely keep track of past detected smells and there are no public database containing instances of smells. Consequently, these techniques are not easily and directly applicable to smell detection. Furthermore, they use black-box processes not suitable for quality analysts who want to encode their knowledge in the process.
BBNs can work with missing data and allow quality analysts to specify explicitly the decision process. When data is unavailable or must be adapted to a different context, an analyst can encode her judgement into the model. In the context of smell detection, this structuring is important because there are usually only a few instances of smells in a program; hence, a database of smell instances would be generally too small for other types of models while the literature contains many analysts' judgements on smells, which can be used to structure BBNs.
Application to Smell Detection
In the context of smell detection, the BBN nodes correspond either to an input (e.g., a metric value), to a decision step if there are incoming arcs (e.g., is a class part of a smell given the values of its parent nodes?), or to an output node, which is a decision node without children. The structure of the BBN encodes the analysts' judgement (and that of her peers from the literature) on the detection process.
Smell detection can be viewed as a classification problem where there are two possible outputs for a given class: C = {smell, not a smell}, given an observation (a 1 , ..., a d ), a vector of inputs describing the class for example. A Bayesian classifier is a BBN applied to a classification problem. For each classification, there is a probability that the detection result is correct, which corresponds to its degree of uncertainty. It classifies a d-dimensional observation a i by determining its most probable class c computed as:
where c k ranges over the set of classes in C and the observations a i is written as a vector of dimension d: concrete metric values, in our context. By using the rule of Bayes, the probability p(c k |a 1 , . . . , a d ) called a posteriori probability, is rewritten as:
When assuming that, given a class c k , all observations are conditionally independent, the BBN structure is drastically simplified. The BBN is then called a naive Bayes classifier and the following common form of a posteriori probability is obtained:
(1) The p(c k ) marginal probability [10] is the probability that a member of a class c k is observed. The p(a j |c k ) prior-conditional probability is the probability that the j th observation assumes a particular value m j given the class c k . These two prior probabilities determine the structure of the naive Bayes classifier. They are learned, i.e., estimated, on a training set when building the classifier.
A naive Bayes classifier is thus a simple structure [8] that has (1) the classification node as the output node, to which is associated a distribution of marginal probabilities, and (2) the input nodes as leaves, each of them associated with q distributions of prior-conditional probabilities.
A naive Bayes classifier treats discrete and continuous observation in different ways [13] . For each discrete observation, p(a j |c k ) is a single real that represents the probability that the j th observation assumes a particular value m j when the class is c k .
Approach
We now describe the conversion of previous detection rules by Moha et al. into the structures of BBNs. The conversion process is important because it shows that previous rules can be systematically converted into BBNs to benefit from previous expertise and to assign a probability to the results. We exemplify this process on the detection of the Blob antipattern.
Moha et al. [26] proposed the method DECOR. At the heart of DECOR is a domain-specific language describing code and design smells. They used this language to describe well-known smells. They also presented algorithms to parse rules and automatically generate detection algorithms [18] . They were able to identify all existing occurrences of four well-known antipatterns, Blob, Functional Decomposition, Spaghetti Code, and Swiss Army Knife, with 100% recall at the expense of precision, between 41% and 88% of precision, average 60%.
We chose to extend their work and transform their rules into BBNs because of their high recall. Thus, we want to achieve high precision and compare the obtained results by their precisions and the probabilities of each detected candidate class.
The Blob and its Rule Card
Listing 1 shows the specification of the Blob antipattern. The Blob is also called God class [23] . It is defined as a class that centralises functionality and has too many responsibilities. Brown et al. [4] characterise its structure as a large controller class that depends on data stored in several surrounding data classes.
DECOR implements the detection of the Blob by detecting classes that are controllers (ControllerClass rule), large (LargeClass rule), or weakly cohesive (LowCohesion rule), and associated to one or many data classes. Following Riel's heuristics, a controller class can be identified by its name or its method names, which must contain terms indicative of procedural programming: Process, Control, . . . A weakly cohesive class is characterised using the LCOM5 metric [5] . Finally, a class is considered large if its number of declared methods and fields (measured using the NMD and NAD metrics) is very high wrt. the average size of classes in the program. Data classes are classes with more than 90% of accessor methods.
Figure 1. BoxPlot
The rule card defines three types of input properties: metric values, structural properties, and lexical properties. These properties are used to identify sets of candidate classes and, for complex smells, can be combined using set operators (intersections and unions) and using binary class relations. Structural and lexical properties evaluate to true or false to identify candidate classes. Metric values are discretised into five different levels: "very low", "low", "medium", "high" and "very high". Classes which metrics values belonging to a specified level are kept as candidate. Metric values are analysed using a box-plot to perform the discretisation. A box-plot, also know as a box-and-whisker plot, is used to single out statistical particularities of a distribution and allows for a simple identification of abnormally high or low values. Figure 1 illustrates the box-plot and the thresholds that it defines: LQ and UQ correspond respectively to the lower and upper quartiles that define thresholds for outliers. The detection rules also offer some flexibility in the discretisation: the value of 20 in the LowCohesion rule indicates that values that are up to 20% below the upper outlier are equally acceptable.
Structuring BBNs from Rule Cards
We first structure the network to build a BBN using the rule card. This structuring is done in two steps. First, we transform the input properties (metrics, structural, and lexical) in the rule card into input nodes with probability distributions, and, second, we transform the set operators in the rule card into decision nodes with conditional probability tables.
Input Properties
For structural and lexical rules, probabilities are either 0 or 1 corresponding to the property being evaluated to true or false on a class. For metric values, the probabilities are calculated as follows: we use three groups (low, medium, high) and estimate the probability that an analyst would consider the metric value as belonging to each group. Limiting the number of groups to three 
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Proc , UI , Manage , Drive , System , Subsystem } ) } ; What DECOR considers very low and very high values is interpreted as unambiguously low and high, i.e., with a probability of 1. The probability of any other value is derived by calculating the relative distance between the value and its surrounding thresholds. The value is interpolated linearly as presented in Figure 2 . For structural properties, which for example determine if a class is associated to data classes, their probabilities are the number of such relations, e.g., the number of data classes with which a class is associated. The rationale of these probabilities is that the more a class is associated to data classes, the more likely it is a Blob. The number of associations to data classes is evaluated using the 90% accessor ratio and is basically treated like a metric, called NoDC. To find the probability distribution of NoDC, its value is interpolated between 0 and N where N is the upper outlier value observed for NoDC in the program.
Set Operators
There are two operations available to combine information from the different rules: intersections and unions. For the rule card describing a Blob, a MainClass is identified as a union of classes with three different properties (high size, low cohesion, and specific name), and a Blob is the intersection of the set of MainClasses and classes associated to data classes. Set operations can be directly encoded into the BBN as decision nodes. The probability tables for these nodes will be learned from a corpus of validated data. Figure 3 presents the structure of the resulting BBN when applying the steps on the Blob rule card. For the sake of simplicity, the rule LargeClassLowCohesion was merged into the MainClass node because the union operator is associative. Such a merging could be performed systematically with any intersection operators.
Output Node
DECOR outputs a binary categorisation of a class (Blob or not Blob). The output of the BBN is the probability of its output node, p(Blob = true). The probability p can be used to sort classes in order of importance. This ranking could be used to guide manual inspection by allowing analysts to balance precision and recall as they see fit.
Learning BBNs Probability Tables
When there is previously classified and validated data available, a quality analyst could use Bayes' theorem to calibrate the model. The resulting BBN should be consequently superior to rule-based models, such as DECOR, because the conditional-probability table would then describe real smell occurrences.
If we consider the case of a MainClass, the DECOR rules state that any class that exhibits any one of three different symptoms (inputs) is a MainClass. If, however in a particular context, one of the inputs is noisy, e.g., no clear cause-to-effect relation between the input and the next decision node, the detection process would produce incorrect results. By using historical data to learn the probability tables, the effect of the noisy input would be minimised, because in the past its value did not characterise known occurrences.
Experiments
The purpose of these experiments is to be a proof of concept demonstrating the applicability of a Bayesian approach for smell detection. Following the GoalQuestion-Metric (GQM) approach [3] , the goal of our study is to improve the quality of programs by improving the detection of smells. Our purpose is to provide an approach to support uncertainty in smells detection. The quality focus is to provide a sorted set of smell occurrences that prioritise the most probable candidate classes. The perspective is that of quality analysts, who perform evaluation activities and are interested in locating parts of a program that need improvements with the least possible efforts. The context of our study is both development and maintenance.
We present the results of some experiments aimed at answering the following research questions:
RQ1:
To what extent a model built with a BBN based on an existing rule-based model is able detect smells in a program?
RQ2: Is a model built with a BBN better than a stateof-the-art approach, DECOR?
We used two programs on which Blobs were manually detected to form a corpus of known Blobs. Throughout the experiments, we divided the corpus in two groups: one is used to calibrate the BBN and the other is used to assess its results.
To answer RQ1, we studied the accuracy of our BBN in two scenarios. First, we assumed that there is historical data (i.e., correctly identified Blobs) available for a given program. This data was used to calibrate the BBN, which was then applied on the same program. Second, we studied the accuracy of our BBN using heterogeneous data: we calibrated the BBN using known Blobs from one program and applied it on the other program. To answer RQ2, we showed that our BBN outperformed DECOR while being more flexible.
We used two open-source Java projects to perform our experiments: GanttProject v1. 10 2 is a family of software packages for parsing and manipulating XML. It implements a number of standard API for XML parsing, including DOM, SAX, and SAX2. Other implementations are available for C++, and Perl. We chose these programs because they are medium sized open-source projects, yet small enough to manually locate smells. All metrics and properties required to detect smells are extracted using the POM framework [12] .
Building the Oracle
Prior to the construction of the BBN, we built a corpus of manually validated instances of the Blob antipatterns on the two programs to serve as oracle in the experiments. To the best of our knowledge, this corpus is one of the few existing and we make it available on-line 3 to help other researchers interested in smell detection.
To build the corpus, we asked two undergraduate students and two graduate students to detect occurrences of the Blob in the two programs. The pair of undergraduate students performed the task together to follow previous results [22] hinting that, on maintenance activities, the performance of a pair of undergraduate students is about the same as that of one graduate student. Prior to their manual detection of Blobs, the students were presented with several antipatterns and the Blob in particular. Then, each student/pair analysed every class of the two programs systematically to answer the boolean question: "Is this class a Blob?" We independently combined their votes such that iff at least two of the three students/pair considered a class a Blob, then we tagged it as a true occurrence. The number of detected Blobs is reported in Table 1 . In both programs, only 2-3% of the classes participate in the Blob antipattern. The skewed data can have a negative effect on predictive models, we will discuss that in Section 6.3.
Calibrating the BBN
In our study, we used the Bayes' theorem to calibrate the BBN. Using the known instances of Blobs, we learned the conditional probabilities using the Weka machine learning framework [32] . The framework finds, for every combination of inputs, the probabilities of a given output. To calibrate a BBN, Weka needs nominal inputs (where probabilities of inputs are 100%). We considered any input with a probability of 1 as "high" whereas any other value is "low" to obtain the nominal training dataset.
Scenario 1: Using Local Data to Calibrate a Model
In this first scenario, we studied how knowledge of previously detected Blobs in Xerces could predict the presence of Blobs in the same program. We divided the classes of Xerces v2.7.0 in three subsets with 5 instances of Blobs in each subset. Then, we trained the BBN on two of the subsets and applied it on the third subset in a 3-fold cross-validation. We did not use GanttProject because it contains too few instance of Blob.
Model
Number of Classes Number of Blobs BBN1 6 5 BBN2 7 5 BBN3 9 5 Table 2 . Result of the 3-fold validation. Table 2 shows the number of candidate classes that must be inspected before detecting the five known Blob. The order of inspection depends on the probability that a candidate class is a smell. It shows that if a quality analyst focuses her attention on the most probable smells first, she would waste 8% to 44% of her time (average 32%) to detect the five Blob classes.
Scenario 2: Using External Data to Calibrate the Model
In this second scenario, we assumed that a quality analyst has access to historical data from another program. She would therefore calibrate our BBN using this data and apply the BBN her other program. We show the accuracy of our BBN in this scenario by performing an inter-program validation.
We trained our BBN on GanttProject v1.10.2 and applied it on Xerces v2.7.0 and vice-versa. Figures 5  and 4 show the results: a quality analyst would focus on the n first classes returned by the BBN. The figures plot the precision (% true positives among candidates) and recall (% true positives candidates among all candidates) for every possible value of n, where the maximum value of n corresponds to the number of known Blob instances.
When analysing Xerces, Figure 4 shows that the quality analyst can quickly find the majority of Blobs: over 50% of the 15 instances of Blob are within the 13 first candidate classes. Furthermore, precision hovers around 60%. A recall of 100% is reached after inspecting 34 classes.
When analysing GanttProject, all the instances of Blobs were located among the first eight candidate classes. However, the two first candidate classes are false positives. An analysis of GanttProject shows that the use of specific terms in the names of its classes and methods, such as Process, Control . . . , has no particular link to the nature of the corresponding classes and methods.
Therefore, using this knowledge, a quality analyst would adapt the BBN to these contextual particularities. To simulate and validate this adaptation, we trained our BBN on Xerces again, without the ControllerClass input node. Figure 5(b) shows the results of applying this new BBN to GanttProject. The two first candidate classes were then true positives and a recall of 100% was reached after inspecting seven candidate classes. When applying this same adaptation to Xerces, as shown in Figure 4 (b), general precision was also improved.
These are promising results because they suggest that even in the absence of historical data on a specific program, a quality analyst can use a BBN calibrated on different programs and obtain acceptable precision and recall. These results also show that a BBN could be built using data external to a company and be then adapted and applied in this company successfully. The result of rule-based detection techniques is a set of candidate classes suggested to quality analysts for correction or improvement. A quality analyst would have to either validate the whole detection set or choose to inspect a subset without any indication of which classes to review first because there is no order in the results. BBNs provide a probability that a candidate class is smell which could be used to prioritise class inspections.
Comparison with DECOR
We use a measure applied in previous work [25] to compare the effectiveness of our BBN wrt. DECOR. In the following, N F A and P F A are respectively the average number and proportion of incorrectly classified occurrences of Blob that a quality analyst must inspect for a given number of candidate classes. An effective detection should yield a low P F A . N T B is the number of occurrences of Blob correctly detected and P T B is the proportion of detected Blob over the total number of known Blobs. Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the comparison of our BBN and DECOR. They show that all Blobs can be found much quicker using BBN than with DECOR. First, BBN return less candidate classes: 37 vs. 45 in Xerces. Second, in both programs, there are very few false positives among the classes returned by our BBN, i.e., a majority of occurrences of Blob are detected quickly. The lowest false positive rate, 22%, occurs with the nine candidate classes detected in Xerces where there are seven Blobs correctly detected with only two false positives. These low false positive rates are to be compared to the fixed ones obtained with DECOR, GanttProject: 75% and Xerces: 67%.
We also plotted the Relative Operating Curves (ROC) comparing the true and false positives rates of our BBN with those of DECOR on both GanttProject and Xerces. We cannot show these plots for lack of space but they show that our BBN performs always better than DECOR.
We conclude that the BBN, although built on the rules provided by DECOR, has a better precision and recall and provides a means for quality analysts to quickly inspect the most serious smells.
Discussion
We now discuss the experiments and the use of BBN by quality analysts based on the results of the study.
Using BBNs in Industrial Settings
We showed that our BBN is able to efficiently prioritise candidate classes that should be inspected by a quality analyst. The BBN, built using detection rules and calibrated using external data, can successfully detect smells. The programs were of different nature (a parser library vs. a full-fledge GUI) and developed by different development teams, yet the model outperformed DECOR. Therefore, quality analysts in industrial settings could build a repository of smells on a set of programs and use the data to build BBN and detect smells in other programs. The customisation that we performed was minimal as to serve as a proof of concept, but in an industrial setting, customisation can be much more significant.
Estimating the Number of Smells
Knowing the number of smells in a program is important to stop investigating spurious candidate classes. A well-calibrated BBN should be able to estimate the number of Blobs in a program. This number can be estimated using the expectation of the returned probabilities. Since all Blobs are considered of equivalent weight, this expectation is the sum of the probabilities divided by the number of candidate classes.
However, using the expectation to estimate the number of Blobs is inaccurate because there are many classes with low probabilities of being a Blob. Table 5 illustrates this phenomenon for both previous scenarios. For scenario 1, when adding up the probabilities of every candidate classes, the total expected Blobs is highly overestimated (from 47% to 125%). For scenario 2, the results are highly volatile due to the small number of Blobs in the programs (5 and 4, respectively).
We will investigate in future work the use of heuristics to improve the estimation of number of smells. For example, we could count the distance between every two true positive and stop inspecting candidate classes as soon as this distance is greater than the average distance of all previous two candidates. 
Improving Smell Detection
There are different ways a BBN could be adapted to further improved its results. The first way is by selecting a different interpolation technique for metric values. In our experiments, we found that a significant number of classes have equivalent probabilities of being Blobs. This is because p(high) = 1 as soon as a metric value is over the corresponding upper outlier value. In future work, we will investigate the use of higher thresholds and perform a more complex interpolation to ensure that any outlier value is flagged with a high probability. Another way would be to reconsider the method used to calibrate the BBN. Weka required nominal data, and consequently, the BBN was less accurate than if it could take as input continuous values. Although the training data was unbalanced, we obtained relatively good results. These results could be better with more true Blobs added to the training set.
Application to Other Antipatterns
Our approach is general and can be applied to detect other antipatterns providing that (1) the characteristics of classes with these antipatterns can be measured using metrics and (2) corpora of known occurrences of the antipatterns are available. Any structural antipattern potentially satisfies the first condition. The second condition is more difficult to satisfy because, to the best of our knowledge, our corpus of Blobs is the first of such freely available corpus.
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that it is possible to use BBNs to detect code and design smells in programs. We exemplified our approach on the detection of the Blob antipattern. BBNs have two main benefits because they can work with missing data and can be tuned with analysts' knowledge. Indeed, an analyst can encode her judgement into a BBN when data is unavailable or when the BBN must be adapted to a different context.
BBNs provide a theoretically-sound approach to operationalise an abstract definition of a smell as an actual detection algorithm. The definition of the smells is provided by an analyst, thus ensuring that it is qualitatively sound. Calibration is done automatically using Bayes' theorem.
Candidate classes, i.e., potential smells, are associated with probabilities, which indicate the degree of uncertainty that a class is indeed a smell. They can be used to focus manual inspection by ranking classes by their probabilities.
To validate our approach, we built the BBN of the Blob antipattern based on a previous rule-based specification. Blob is a complex antipattern that requires the evaluation of different sets of classes. The rules were systematically translated into a BBN and the resulting BBN was calibrated and evaluated on two test programs, showing its high precision and recall and its capability to assign high probabilities to candidate classes that are indeed smells. Finally, we also showed that the result of the BBN are superior to these of DECOR in terms of precision and recall.
In future work, we plan on automatically parsing the rule cards of DECOR to support all their code and design smells. We will also improve the computation of the probability distributions of the input nodes by using continuous distributions and improving the interpolation. We also plan to study other machine learning techniques, such as support vector machine.
